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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
2021 began with uncertainty of what it would hold with
restrictions still in place and everyone continuing to be isolated
from family and friends. We know this has been particularly
challenging for our service users as some, particularly the
children, did not understand why they had to stay at home and
struggled to cope with the changes to their normal daily
routines/activities.
However, we are glad to say as the year continued we saw light
at the end of the tunnel and at Autism Bedfordshire we became
busier than ever. We welcomed the children, young people, adults
and their families back to our services and saw an increase in
demand for much of our provision such as training, social groups,
summer schemes and our Helpline service.
We continued to
introduce and develop new services to meet the growing need.

Our objectives:
• Reduce isolation and provide practical and emotional
support for autistic people and their families
• Improve confidence, self-esteem, communication, social
and life skills for autistic people.
• Reduce stress and improve coping abilities amongst parents
and carers
• Improve parent/carer knowledge about autism, which will
help them better support their autistic child and siblings.
We are tremendously proud of our team at Autism Bedfordshire,
who continue to adapt our offer to meet the significant demand
for our services and support. Over the last year, we have
facilitated and led more sessions than ever in these
unprecedented times and we will continue to strive to prevent
crisis and create new ways to serve and support autistic people
and their support networks across Bedfordshire and beyond.
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HELPLINE SERVICES
Our helpline service continued to help support autistic adults,
children and parents across Bedfordshire. In 2020 we saw a huge
increase in calls due the pandemic and people being cut off from
services and being isolated however, we continued to see a high
number of calls during 2021. Our telephone helpline is open 9 am5 pm, Monday to Friday for information, advice, and guidance on
all aspects of Autistic Spectrum Conditions and associated
problems. We provide advice and support to autistic individuals,
parents, carers, partners and professionals.
We have a variety of resources and information on

Support services across health, education and social care
Self help guides and information
Local activities and groups
Practical tools and resources

01234 350704
"Until I spoke to Autism Bedfordshire I felt that no one could help me, I
have been pushed from pillar to post for the last few weeks, and all I
needed was someone to help me understand how to support my adult son.
Thank you for being there when I needed someone."
2,000
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1,500

1,000
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"I used your service as a mum in lockdown and you made
some resources for my son which were amazing"
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Social media allows us to reach out to the public to provide help and resources and we saw more and
more people engaging with our content as well as new followers accessing our services due to these
services being posted on social media. During the year we created and posted 134 updates for our
followers.

762 Followers
1,390 Followers
1,652 Followers

We also circulated information for parent/carers via our e-newsletters
Grapevine - our Children’s Services e-newsletter
Orchard - our Adults' Services e-newsletter
These newsletters are available to download from our website and provide information about autism, our
activities and services, and other local/national events and services.
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CHILDREN'S SERVICES TEAM

Amy Gavin-Birch
Children's Services Manager

Emma Reade
CEO

Liz McTernan
Children's Services Director

Sam Pollock
Personalisation Manager &
Keyworker lead

Sandie Allen
Development & Projects Officer

Naomi Charlton
Assistant Development Officer

Peter Tysoe
Assistant Development Officer

Lynsey Ahmed-Murray
Development & Projects Officer

Raj Anujan
Data & Admin Officer

Jas Shearsmith
Service Support Officer

Kaitlin Thomson
Project Support Officer

Fay Williams
Data & Admin Officer
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'LOAF' FAMILY SUPPORT
ACTIVITIES
LOAF is our Saturday morning activity group (Loads Of Autistic Fun) which
the whole family can attend. The sessions provide a safe and inclusive
environment for up to 20 autistic children aged 3-12 years to access
a variety of activities including soft play, arts & crafts, cooking, sensory and
outdoor play. We aim to provide parents/carers with a short break during
the session whilst their child is supported by trained staff and volunteers.
There are four LOAF groups across the county (Bedford, Biggleswade, Luton
& Leighton Buzzard). Due to the high demand the sessions were split into
two, both lasting 1.5 hours, so that more families could have access.

"LOAF has helped my daughter with her communication and
social skills. We as a family have met some fantastic people
who have helped us with lots of issues with dealing with a
special needs child and without LOAF we would have isolated
and not been able to cope with everyday life with a special
needs child."
Case Study
G has been attended LOAF for over a
year and has really enjoyed the sessions.
As well as having ASC, G also has sight
impairment and LOAF gives him a safe
place to grow as an individual knowing
his needs are met, somewhere where
children
have
the
help
and
understanding of staff and peers.
When G first started, he was quite quiet but now he not only talks to all of
the staff but joins in with other children positively too. G’s mum often
mentions that G is excited to come to group and talks about it in a positive
light: G is always so excited when he arrives at LOAF which the leaders
feel is so lovely to see and shows LOAF is somewhere he feels safe and
supported. G has grown in his confidence since being at LOAF as he often
lets leaders know what he would like to do at future session, showing he
feels safe and confident to communicate his wants and opinions.
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82

Number of children
attended LOAF

138

Number of
sessions provided

107

Number of
parent/carers attended

29

Number of Siblings
attending our LOAF
sessions

131

Number of
children attended
Wanted Fun

92

Number of
sessions
provided

1,790
Number of short break
hours provided

29

We supported 29
Sibilings attending
our wanted fun
sessions
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EVENING YOUTH GROUPS
"WANTED FUN"
Wanted Fun youth clubs continued to provide a social place for autistic young people aged
between 10-17 years. Due to high demand we were pleased to secure another location which now
means we have 6 clubs running across Bedford, Kempston, Flitwick, Leighton Buzzard, Biggleswade
and Luton. Each session provides up to 20 young people with 2 hours of activities like cooking,
sports activities, board games, computer games, arts & crafts and movie nights.
We also take regular trips out into the community which provide further opportunities to develop
confidence, communication and social skills. Trips have included visits to farms, cinemas,
trampoline parks and laser tag.

"Wanted Fun has allowed O’s
confidence and self-esteem to grow
so much: she engages positively with
staff and often expresses her
opinions, likes and dislikes – especially
as she knows these are valued and
taken on board to incorporate into
future sessions. At the club, O has
been developing some life skills such
as cooking and social skills."

S has been attending Biggleswade Wanted Fun and has grown in confidence
ever since. S now also attends our Girls Group and has enjoyed the extended
services taking part in tennis and the rugby course which are adapted for young
people aged 10-17 with ASC. When S first attended rugby, she was very shy and
didn’t want to take part and would say that her ankle hurt so she could sit and
watch and observe. By attending more of our core services, S became
confident and began to ask mum to email AB staff to find out when the next
sports courses are as she was excited and looking forward to taking part.

GIRLS YOUTH GROUP
In the begining of July we started our new girls social group. This Dunstable
based group runs for 2 hours fortnightly, and is for autistic girls aged 10-17.
It aims to build confidence, self-esteem, support friendships and develop
communication skills with each session offering a variety of activities based
on the interests of attendees.

"For Ruby it has given her the
chance to interact with a
different set of peers. So often
autism based activities are for
your typical autistic boy but this
group stretches the boundaries of
autism and our girls that often
get overlooked and misdiagnosed,
if diagnosed at all. The team are
great with stimulating activities
and lots of interaction"

12

Young people
attended

90

Hours Provided

Girls Attended
girls youth
group

28

Hours Provided

'SKILLS4SUCCESS'
Our ‘Skills4Success’ programme was designed to help young people aged
16-19 years to gain social and communication skills. It runs for 6 weeks and
the time for each session is about 5 hours. There are usually 3-6 young
people on the course.
The types of programmes covered in the course:
Communication and Social Skills
Pre-Employment and Volunteering
Increasing Resilience in the Community
Travel Training
Money Management

"I just wanted to say thank you for all your hard work that you put
into the Skills4Success course. Joe really enjoyed it and over the
course of the 6 weeks, tried things he wouldn't normally have done,
all without any apparent stress or increased anxiety, so a huge
thank you to both you and Lynsey for making it so enjoyable and
successful for all"
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19

2,119
Hours of short
breaks were
enjoyed by the
families

SUMMER SCHEME
We were delighted to run 6 separate specialist schemes for autistic children
and young people in Bedfordshire. Between 26th July and 13th August 2021, 3
schemes ran in Bedford and 3 in Luton. Each of the schemes was specially
designed to cater for the different needs, interests, ages and abilities of each
child. A total of 31 days of scheme ran out of a possible 34 days that were
scheduled and provided a variety of activities for autistic children and young
people alongside short breaks for their families. Our Junior Activity Scheme
and Holiday Clubs ran for 6 days and our Summer Fun schemes provided up to
5 days of activities. The schemes ran between 9.30am and 1.30/3pm.

Case study

31

Days of activities
were accessed by
children

113

Autistic children
and young people
were supported
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This year F accessed his second summer scheme and attended Luton Junior
Holiday club. Mum said she first heard of the summer scheme when she was
at a training course with Autism Bedfordshire and was looking for summer
activity venues that understood his needs and supported him, and the Autism
Beds summer scheme did just that. During scheme, F enjoyed many offsite
activities including a farm, bouncy castle, gymnastics centre and Kids in
Action activity centre. Onsite, he enjoyed activities including playing outside
on the playground equipment, farm animal visitor, magic show and sensory
play. He had a great relationship with his 1:1 support worker, gaining his ability
to interact and communicate with them through eye contact, gestures and
facial expressions.

"Summer Scheme was a
great opportunity for our
daughter - making new
friends, gaining a bit more
independence in new
settings, and doing things
that are interesting that
we are not always able to
do with her or for her."

FAMILY FARM DAYS
We ran 7 sessions on the farm this year, each lasting 1.5 hours. Our farm visits
provide children and families a place where they can interact with animals,
spend time in nature and try activities tailored to their interests.

10.5

Hours of family
farm fun provided

Our farm project creates positive experiences within a safe, nurturing
environment and allows the whole family to enjoy the experience together.
"My son is 9, he is autistic and has ADHD.
He’s been out of school for a year due to
unmet needs and suffers from many types
of anxiety. Separation anxiety and social
phobia being a large contribution to his
difficulties accessing school.
The farm has literally made a huge
difference to his mental health and well
being. From the 1st time we went to look
around and watching his smile and
happiness as he held the chicken food and
they chased around him… melted my
heart!"

179

Children and
young people

91.5

Hours additional
services.

Families enjoyed the
farm this year

55 Children, 58 siblings &
85 parents Enjoyed
our farm this year

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Our additional services continued to be as popular as ever to children and
young people. These services offered a variety of sporting, fun, social and
creative activities across the country. The activities lasted from one day to a 6
week course for the children to take part in. During the year we provided 50
additional services activities.
Some of the additional services we provided this year included:
Exclusive soft play sessions
Exclusive swimming sessions
Trampolining
Tennis
Rugby
Art courses

"We attended the Salto gym session last Wednesday and can’t
praise it enough. My eldest son is autistic so it was lovely to attend
an activity with staff and families who understand and are non
judgemental. My mum came along to keep my younger son company
and we both commented on what a calm and relaxing atmosphere
there was throughout. Everyone had smiles on their faces and both
of my boys told me they had so much fun! Huge thanks to you and
your amazing staff for organising. We would definitely return!"
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52

ADULT SERVICES TEAM

Emma Reade
CEO

Rebecca Ellis
Campaigns Manager

Wendy Jephcote
Benefits Advisor

Philip Whiting
Data Entry Officer
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Sharna Raine
Adult Services Director

Lisa Bowes
Adult Skills Lead

Helen McHugh
Employment Engagement Officer

Rachael Champion
Transitions Support Officer

Angela Amitrano
Adult Services Manager

Emily Cullum
Adult Skills Tutor/Support officer

Sam Brown
Employment Support Officer

James Padwick
Digital Marketing Apprentice

ADULT SOCIAL GROUPS
Our Social Groups are designed to provide social opportunities to autistic adults who are looking to develop
friendships within a supported and structured setting. Within the groups, individuals learn social skills and gain
greater self-esteem by developing an independent social life away from their family unit. Group members are
encouraged and enabled to decide, plan and organise social activities with the support of our experienced
staff team. Our evening social groups typically take advantage of the local community facilities and members
visiting restaurants, the cinema or other local leisure activities. Sessions are generally supported by two
members of staff and take place across Bedfordshire:
Daytime social groups in person:
Bi-weekly social group, Bedford
Bi-weekly social group, Luton
Monthly social group, Biggleswade
Monthly social group, Marston Moretaine
Monthly cuppa and a chat
Bi-weekly history group
Tennis
Rowing
Dance
Yoga

Adult evening social groups in person:
Ampthill
Bedford 18-25 years
Bedford 25+ years
Biggleswade
Luton
Leighton Buzzard
A monthly Quix Group
A Bi-Monthly LGBTQ+ social group
A monthly quiz group

WE ASKED OUR MEMBERS TO FEEDBACK ON OUR
FACE TO FACE SERVICES
100

“Doing these courses has
helped me to feel more
confident and helped me
overcome some of my
difficulties in a controlled,
safe setting”

75

50

90% 85%

25

0

Had
improved
self-esteem
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Had reduced
stress levels

100% 100%

Felt less
isolated

Received
above average
support

“It has allowed me to go
to some new places which I
wouldn’t have done on my
own”

ADULT SKILLS
Adults' Services continued to deliver a range of skills development courses and
workshops, both online and in person. Having the flexibility to offer both virtual
and face to face courses enabled us to remain accessible, and flexible to our
members' needs. The skills courses usually ran for six weeks, providing attendees
with the opportunity to develop relationships and tools. Our workshops remained
one-off sessions online, which allowed members to focus on a specific skill and
to 'drop in' from anywhere in Bedfordshire. This year, we were able to extend our
skills courses into Milton Keynes, and to pilot new services for autistic parents and
carers, plus run a number of interest-based groups, such as Kickboxing.

Skills and Workshops:
Understanding My Autism
Resilience in the Community
Confidence in Social Situations
Understanding Emotions
Cooking and Healthy Eating
Developing Healthy Boundaries

Organisational Skills
Challenging Negative Thoughts
Strategies for Social Exhaustion
Positive Relationships
Wellbeing and Mindfulness

"I am still new to the
service but so far it has
been helpful in starting
to understand how I am
experiencing autism. Not
knowing I am autistic
for over 30 years
means I’m slowly figuring
out how to recognise my
own needs. I have
always done my best to
meet other
people/situation’s
expectations rather
than have the
confidence and ownership
of what I need. This
service is helping me
start to do this."

A member's story...
"Even before lockdown I would struggle to go to new places. I had a set number of shops I could go to but
outside of this I would be overwhelmed by anxiety. Lockdown made this far worse and my circle of places I
could go to shrunk considerably. I also found being with a group of people face-to-face completely
overwhelming.
I attended the Building Resilience in the Community course and asked if one of the visits could be to a
swimming pool as I really wanted to go swimming again but I couldn’t make myself go. We went on a
group visit to tour around the venue and facilities. As a result, I was able to start swimming, and then
started going to the gym. I now go regularly which I wouldn’t have done without the support of the course.
I was also able to go to a couple of new places and to travel to Luton to see the Elephant Trail. This is
something I would have never managed by myself. We had a tour of the train stations before travelling on
the train. This has helped reassure me that this was something that I can do and I am planning to attend a
support group in Luton.
Whilst on the course I learnt that I could only do 1 hour of face-to-face contact with the group otherwise
my anxiety would overwhelm me. This course gave me the flexibility to do that and I was never put under
any pressure to do more."
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TRANSITIONS
At the start of 2021 the Adults' Services team launched 'My Future', a new and exciting transition support
service that was designed to help young autistic adults (18-25) and their families to navigate the confusing
world of adulthood.
The service was split into 3 keys areas which had been identified to us through feedback from our
parents/carers and autistic individuals. It was made up of:
Parent support workshops
1:1 support for autistic adults
A summer programme to support young autistic adults about to transition into college or university.

WE ASKED OUR MEMBERS TO FEEDBACK ON OUR
MY FUTURES SUMMER PROGRAMME
100

75

50

100%

86%

Had
improved
self-esteem

Had reduced
stress levels

93%

25

0

"We'd just like to thank you
so much for organising and
encouraging K to attend the
Summer Programme at
Bedford. She has got so
much out of it, she seems
more confident, happier and
has made friends (Yay)"
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Felt less
isolated

"I liked having a
place to tell
people all my
favourite jokes"

"I wish the programme was
longer honestly, I really
enjoyed myself, I feel like I've
come out of it feeling more
confident"

EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT
This year, our Employment Service team helped 17 autistic people into
sustainable paid employment and 12 people into volunteering and training,
5 of which were successfully accepted onto university courses. By working
with members and learning about their interests, skills, and needs, the team
was able to work together with the members on identifying opportunities
and developing their autonomy and confidence in their career decisions. In
consultation with our members, we also developed our skills training
programme further to support them in overcoming the barriers stopping
them from moving on in their careers. Focusing specifically on areas such as
interview skills, customer service, and support whilst at work, 20 members
benefitted from gaining real-life experiences to practice and reinforce
their learning. We delivered the training face to face in Luton, Bedford,
Central Bedfordshire, and virtually on Zoom.

17

Supported into paid
employment

7

Supported
Volunteering

Ben's story

Ben, aged 23, joined Employment Support after his volunteering placement at a nursery ended due to its
closure from the impact of Covid restrictions. Ben lived with his parents in Flitwick and had been finding it
difficult to find paid work in early years teaching and felt despondent in his recent efforts at interviews.
Working with children was the only career Ben had ever wanted to do.
Working hard at Bedford college to achieve a
supervisory level qualification in childcare, Ben had
a huge amount of potential but lacked self-belief.
He described himself as a ‘worrier at work’ and
needed help from colleagues, asking for
reassurance that he was working properly.

“The most important thing is to enjoy your
job and it can be stressful but seeing the
children enjoy their day it does make it all
worthwhile for me”
Ben concentrated on working with the Employment Support team participating in a group pre-employment
training course that delivered coaching in interview skills, job searching and strategies on how to cope when
in the workplace. After this, Ben was able to work 1:1 with one of the team and develop his job applications
further to showcase his extensive experience and knowledge in childcare. As a result of one of the
applications, Ben was invited to interview at a lower school as a Teaching Assistant but had only three days to
prepare for an interview. The 1:1 support was put in place for Ben to practice not only his interview answers but
to discuss his choice to disclose his autism through developing his language and clearly communicating his
needs in the workplace. Ben went into the interview feeling more capable and confident, he was offered the
job on the same day.
Ben successfully achieved a paid employment position after working with the team for just 4 months. The
team continued to support Ben during the early stages of his employment, offering him advice around how to
communicate with team members and develop strategies on reducing his anxiety.
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BENEFITS SUPPORT
September 2021 saw us launch our Benefits Support Service. There are dozens of different benefits and many
have complex rules. We offered one-to-one confidential support sessions in person or online to help people to
find out which of those benefits are relevant.
What we can help with:
Completing benefit forms
Checking completed forms
General benefit advice
Help with Mandatory Reconsideration
Representation at tribunal
Debt advice and support
Managing money and budgeting
Benefits we can advise on:
DLA (Disability Living Allowance)
PIP (Personal Independence Payments)
Universal Credit

77

People supported
with benefits

HEAR ME, SEE ME
During the summer of 2021, we initiated the Hear Me, See Me
campaign, an initiative in partnership with the NHS exploring
inequalities autistic adults face when accessing healthcare services.
During the course of the year we developed a new campaign
department continuing to support healthcare services into the future.

20
40

Empowering educational workshops for autistic
adults and parents of autistic adults

Voices heard across across the East of England autistic adults and parents of autistic adults

Following the initial success, we wanted to keep the momentum of the Hear Me, See Me campaign going by
sharing back our findings with healthcare professionals. We held an initial workshop attended by nearly 300
healthcare professionals, with the further two workshops attracting over 440 attendees and are forming a
plan to support healthcare services with creating more accomodating environments for autistic adults.
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SUPPORT GROUPS
During 2021, we increased the number of support group sessions as a
result of the needs shared with us by our members.
The launch last year of Female Voice was a response to the number of
autistic females coming through to our services, many of whom had
received a late diagnosis, or were mis-diagnosed first, as a result of the
unique presentation of autism in females. This year we increased this
support to a monthly online group and two face to face social meet
ups providing a safe space to share experiences and explore relevant
topics and resources.
We also launched a new online monthly carer support group for our
members who care for others, with a combination of resources,
information and time to share experiences and concerns. Topics
covered were: What is a carer?, Talking to your GP and Carers
Passports and other Support.

"I find the female voice
group such a relief, I mask
all the time. This group
allows me time and space. It
can be very isolating being
autistic. Group is a rare
moment I have where I feel
I can shut off the world of
responsibility and be just
me! Vital!
I love the discussions and
the flexibility to the group."

PARENT SUPPORT
The year saw the launch of a new group for autistic parents, providing
support, resources and space to share mutual experiences of parenting. It
began with a 6 week skills course and grew to a monthly online support
group. We also arranged an autumn social event where members could bring
their partners and children.
Some of the topics covered were:
Looking after yourself while looking after others
Understanding and processing emotions
Triggers and meltdowns
Love languages
Sensory and stimming

"Usually I hate taking my children to organised groups, I feel
judged by other parents which makes me feel anxious and
like I'm a bad parent. being able to attend a social session
for autisitc parents who understand me has been amazing"
Page 16

16

Members supported
through Carer
support sessions

121

Hours of support
received at support
groups

29

Members attended
Female Voice sessions

NEW MILTON KEYNES
SOCIAL GROUPS
During the year we launched a new daytime social group in Milton
Keynes, providing an opportunity for members to develop friendships
within a supported and structured setting. We have been to various
locations around Milton Keynes on some lovely walks. The members
have also planned and organised visiting venues to go and grab some
lunch at some of the social groups.
Locations visited:
Campbell Park
Willen Lake
Furzton Lake
Lunch locations Nandos etc

28

Members attended from
Milton Keynes

"I get to socialise with
new people and get to go
places. I usually find it
stressful to be in social
spaces"
"Before going to these
events I didn’t have any
real friends and since I
started it’s helped me too
be more social with
others"

AUTISM HERTFORDSHIRE
Autism Bedfordshire was commissioned to deliver a new community
support service in Hertfordshire, known locally as Autism Hertfordshire.
A consultation had highlighted the need for a service in Hertfordshire that
could deliver support, advice, and guidance to adults with autism and their
carers. The review and design of the new service was co-produced with
hundreds of people with lived experience, carers and professionals across
the county. This new service has offered support to adults both pre-and
post-diagnosis through a range of interventions including group work, skills
training and development and 1:1 support, in recognition that getting the
right support at the right time is crucial to achieving better outcomes in
the longer term.
The service has delivered:
4 skills development courses
8 workshops
28 post diagnosis 1:1’s
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18

Autistic members
supported

NEW SERVICES
In response to member feedback we have developed five new services
this year:
Monthly autistic parent support group, giving autistic parents a
safe place to explore the challenges of parenting
Monthly face to face evening adult social group in Biggleswade
Benefits advice department, supporting autistic people with their
PIP and Universal Credit claims
Launched a transitions department for 17-25 year olds
Launched the 'Hear Me, See Me' campaign called exploring the
inequalities that autistic people face when accessing health care
in partnership with the NHS
Carers support group for autistic carers

"Wendy was extremely helpful and understanding. She
accommodated my needs and we had several sessions going over
the form and advising what PIP were actually looking for"

AUTISM TRAINING
We offered a diverse range training to practitioners from health and social care services, schools, the
private and voluntary sectors as well as parents/carers, to develop understanding of autism across
Bedfordshire, neighbouring counties and beyond. During the year we trained a total of 1,142 people
attending 69 different courses/events, not including those who tuned in to the children’s services
conference. A total of 21 training courses were ‘pay per place’ courses and 48 courses were commissioned
by organisations and schools. There were 7 pieces of consultancy work and 11 sessions of key work
delivered. We also developed an e-learning course for Central Bedfordshire Council which was well
received.
We have adopted a hybrid model of face to face and virtual training in line with popular demand. Training
topics delivered included:
Autism in the Classroom
Autism & Behaviour
Autism & Sensory Processing
Autism & Demand Avoidance
Autism & Mental Health
Autism & Using Social Stories

1,142
TOTAL Number of
people attended
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"Huge thanks for the wonderful training you delivered.
I found the advice so helpful and would not hesitate to
attend another Autism Bedfordshire run course in the
future or recommend this training to others”

69

Number of training
courses delivered

404

Number of practitioners
attended

LUTON VCS SHORT BREAKS
CONSORTIUM
The Luton Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) Short Breaks Consortium was set up in 2013. The
Consortium brings together a number of not-for-profit organisations that provide short breaks services
for children and young people with a range of disabilities in Luton.
After a stressful year in 2020/21, with great disruptions to our services during the Covid pandemic,
2021/22 ended up being a surprisingly successful year for the Luton VCS Short Breaks Consortium
with our members helping over 350 unique children and young people from Luton. Of these, 275 were
children and young people (aged 0-25) with disabilities, and 79 were siblings. Consortium members
organised over 750 short break sessions which provided parents and carers in Luton with over 28,500
short break hours

The 6 Consortium members in 2021/22 were:
Autism Bedfordshire
Centre for Youth and Community Development (CYCD)
CHUMS
Friends of Bright Eyes (FOBE)
Families United Network (FUN)
Special Needs Out of School Club (SNOOSC)

CHARITY SHOPS
Autism Bedfordshire has two charity shops, one in Bedford and
one in Dunstable.
It was another challenging year as a customer facing service, as the pandemic
continued to impact with more episodes of non-essential retail closures. However the shops managed to
generate £35,909 surplus for the year and continue to provide a much needed community hub in Bedford
and Dunstable.
The commitment and time, steer and passion from our incredible shop volunteers, largely contributed to
receiving the Queens Award for Voluntary Service and nearly 100 of the charity's volunteers were able to
get together to celebrate at the presentation in October.
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By Jeff Bulled, Finance Director
Unrestricted
funds

Restricted funds

This year total

Last year
total

Income

£238,228

£1,039,207

£1,277,435

£841,867

Expenditure

£89,283

£1,037,836

£1,127,119

£746,273

Net movement in funds

£148,945

£1,371

£150,316

£95,594

Funds carried forward

£384,691

£2,035

£386,725

£236,409

Finance Headlines
Looking at the headline performance in round numbers:
We spent £1,127,000. £380,000 more than last year
We received £1,277,000, £435,000 more than last year
Our total reserves increased by £150,000 to £387,000.
Free reserves, excluding the funds for our capital project, are £190,000
This has been a remarkable year. Our expenditure, which reflects our work level, has increased by about a
third. Most of this is as a result of the new NHS Keyworker project and increased activity at our shops. This
increase in activity has inevitably put a strain on the systems and structures, and it is a credit to the
people at AB that everything has gone as smoothly as it has. Additionally we have been fully funded to
deliver a suite of adult services across Hertfordshire.
We are only able to do what we do because of the generosity of our various funders, and fortunately our
income grew at a similar rate to our expenditure. Unfortunately fundraising (£40k) was only half of last
years figure, but the shops contributed an extra £80K, increased training £20k and the additional grants
for new services meant that overall we had a good year.
The organisation is potentially exposed if our reserves are insufficient to wind down our operations if
necessary. Despite the growth in reserves (£190k) our increased size means that we are still 15% short of
our target. However our fully funded services have lower financial liabilities than our other activities and I
am confident that Autism Bedfordshire has sufficient funds available to meet foreseeable demands.
As ever, thanks to everyone who has contributed through fundraising, donations and legacies, and
particularly Gina, Kate and Sharon who have again done an excellent job.

Our Funders
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...A FINAL WORD
The impact of Covid 19 continued to affect service delivery during the year,
however, staff maintained and took opportunities to further develop our
services to support more people during these difficult times. All the groups
continued to operate, whether virtually or during face to face sessions,
demonstrating continuity, which has been a vital lifeline for our members.
Our teams have continued to provide guidance to members and nonmembers through the helpline, signposting calls to relevant services and
delivering ongoing support as and when required. They have listened and
consulted with our members to understand the needs and have developed
and adapted services for the autistic adults, young people, children and their
families who are at risk of social isolation but do not qualify for statutory
support.
New services developed in 2020-21:
Benefits Support - 1:1 confidential support sessions to help people
understand their benefits entitlements.
‘My Future’ - transition support service to help young autistic adults and
their families navigate the confusing world of adulthood with a focus on
enablement and independence.
‘Hear Me, See Me’ - a campaign examining the inequalities in health care
that impact autistic individuals and their families. Listening groups and
enablement workshops for autistic adults, family members and carers
were held to better understand where improvements needed to be made.
Our services within Bedfordshire and Milton Keynes, and extending those
services to support adults in neighbouring counties.
Autism Hertfordshire - support to adults both pre-and post-diagnosis
through a range of interventions such as 1:1 support, adult skills
development sessions, a helpline, transitions support for 16-17 year olds
and parent and carer support.
Keyworker Pilot Project - part of a national initiative in response to a NHS
long term plan, supporting children and young people with the most
complex needs and their families and carers.
In October Autism Bedfordshire was
presented with the Queen’s Award for
Voluntary Service, the highest award
given to a volunteer group, recognising
the excellent work of our amazing
volunteers.
As Autism Bedfordshire celebrates its 30th anniversary, we, the Trustees are
extremely pleased with the development and continual growth and look
forward to what the next year will bring.

Lainey Montgomery
Chair of Trustees
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